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Program Educational Objectives (PEO)
PEO-
1 Demonstrate the comprehensive knowledge of diverse literary works

by acquiring knowledge covering all major aspects of English Literature
PEO-
2 Develop language skills in English and demonstrate professional

behaviour while working in diverse fields
PEO
-3 Be a responsible global citizen demonstrating concern for society and

environment through holistic professional development of every

student
PEO-
4 Enable the students to critically analyze the Literary works by creative

abilities that can be used in research or that can meet with the current

trends in Society.
PEO-
5 Pursue higher education and/or engage in continuous growth and

development of their professional career in Liberal Arts and allied

disciplines

Program Outcomes-(PO)

  P  
  O  
  -1  

Understand and apply the knowledge of English Literature from various historical periods

  P  
  O  
  -2  

Identify, formulate, review research literature and analyze complex issues reaching
substantiated critical analysis and conclusions using approaches of English literature

  P  
  O  
  -3  

Apply reasoning or critical analysis informed by the contextual knowledge to assess social
and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant to the professional
practice of Liberal Arts inclusive of English Literature

  P  
  O  
  -4  

Enhance communication skills by enabling students to read and write Reports, prepare
documentation and effective presentation.

  P  Use research-based knowledge and research methods including critical analysis



O and its application, analysis and interpretation of data and synthesis of the information to 
provide valid conclusions.-5

P Develop holistic understanding of harmony by natural acceptance of human values and 
ethicsO

-6
P Demonstrate the significance of Sustainable development; develop concerns about 

environmental issuesO
-7
P Demonstrate disciplinary knowledge required to develop capabilities to adapt with 

emerging trends in industryO
-8

P Develop understanding regarding the issues like Social, cultural, economic and Develop
concern about global issues–Poverty, Terrorism and Sustainable development. Develop
understanding of Human Rights and Gender Equality. Raise aspirations to promote 
gender equality

O
-9

P Recognize the need for and enhance the competence to engage in 
independent and lifelong learning in the broadest context of social change.O

-
10

Program Specific Outcomes (PSO)

PS 
O-1

Exhibit a systematic understanding of the field of English Literature and Bhasha 
Literatures in English.

PS 
O-2

Demonstrate the ability to read and understand various literary genres and stylistic 
variations and develop the ability to look at and evaluate literary texts both as a
field of study and as part of varied cultural sensibilities around the world

PS 
O-3

Exhibit an understanding of literary theories through critical thinking to systematically
analyze the existing scholarship and expand the knowledge base in the
field of English studies

PS 
O-4

Develop knowledge to cultivate a better understanding of values – both literary values 
and values of life while developing skills to pursue advanced studies and attain career 
aims, recognizing employability and entrepreneurship options in the wide range of 
English and Communication field



Semester- I
Course Name: Understanding Globalization Course Code (CC): TBHG101

CC- The Course Code with Alphanumeric designated in the BOS of that particular year to be 
mentioned.

The information may be filled as per the illustration below for the courses offered Semester-
wise for the entire program.

Semester- I

Course Name: Indian Classical Literature
Course Code (CC): TBHE101
TBHE101-
CO1

Assess the eco-socio-political-cultural context of the age that produced Indian 
Classical Literature from its early beginning till 1100 AD.

TBHE101-
CO2

Historically situate and analyze the Classical Literature and diverse literary 
cultures of India, mainly in Sanskrit and also in Tamil, Prakrit and Pali by 
focusing on major texts in the principal genres.

TBHE101-
CO3

Understand, analyze and appreciate various texts with comparative perspectives.

TBHE101-
CO4

Trace and organize the evolution of literary culture(s) in India in its/their 
contexts, issues of genres, themes and critical cultures.

Semester- I

Course Name: European Classical Literature
Course Code (CC): TBHE102
TBHE102-
CO1

Assess Classical European, i.e., Greek and Latin literary cultures and their socio-
political-cultural contexts.

TBHE102-
CO2

Analyze the classical literary traditions of Europe from the start till the 5th 
century AD.

TBHE102-
CO3

Understand the evolution of the concept of classic and classical within European
literary thinking and its reception over a period of time.

TBHE102-
CO4

Examine alternative ways of reading and using literary texts across a good range
of classical authors, genres and periods with comparative perspectives



Course Name: EnvironmentalStudies Course Code (CC): TBAE101
Semester- I

Course Name: Comparative Government and Politics Course Code (CC): TBHG102
Semester- I

TBHG101-
CO1

Examine the economic, political, social, cultural issues and their impact on 
contemporary cultures, particularly in the developing world.

TBHG101-
CO2

Investigate a significant role played by contemporary world actors and critically 
analyze the success and failures of policy measures initiated by policy makers at
global level.

TBHG101-
CO3

Critique the issue of global warming; appreciate the role of ethics, values and 
norms.

TBHG101-
CO4

Evaluate the principal issues associated with international terrorism, global 
inequality. 

TBHG102-
CO1

Develop an understanding of key concepts of comparative politics

TBHG102-
CO2

Examine the issues and methods that cover comparative politics

TBHG102-
CO3

Identify different types of economic and political systems.

TBHG102-
CO4 Compare and contrast different political systems.

TBAE101-
CO1

Develop the basic skills to understand the environment & its various components
and the links between humans & the natural systems.

TBAE101-
CO2

Acquire the knowledge of the complex environmental-economic-social 
challenges and environmental problems like environmental pollution, climate 
change, solid waste management.

TBAE101-
CO3

Assess the consequences of human actions on the environment and its 
subsequent impacts on human health & welfare.

TBAE101-
CO4

Critically engage in understanding the social context of environmental 
awareness in the form of environmental ethics, movements and policies at 
national & international level.



Semester- II Course Name: Basics of International Relations Course Code (CC): TBAE202

Semester- II

Course Name: Indian Writing in English
Course Code (CC): TBHE201
TBHE201-
CO1

Assess the historical trajectory of various genres of Indian Writing in English from 
colonial times till the present.

TBHE201-
CO2

Interpret Indian literary texts written in English in terms of colonialism/post 
colonialism, regionalism, and nationalism.

TBHE201-
CO3

Critically analyze Indian society, culture, tradition and customs portrayed in Indian 
Texts. 

TBHE201-
CO4

Examine Indian Writing in English from multiple positions based on historical and social
locations.

Semester- II

Course Name: British Poetry and Drama:14th to 17th Centuries
Course Code (CC): TBHE202
TBHE202-
CO1 Apprehend the tradition of English Literature from 14th to 17th centuries.

TBHE202-
CO2

Develop a transparent understanding of Renaissance Humanism that gives the 
idea for the texts suggested

TBHE202-
CO3

Engage with the main genres and sorts of English Literature and develop 
fundamental skills required for close reading and important analysis of the texts 
and literary concepts

TBHE202-
CO4

Appreciate and analyze the poems and plays within the larger socio-political and
non secular contexts of the time

Semester- II

Course Name: Research Methodology
Course Code (CC): TBHG201
TBHG201-
CO1

Develop an understanding of the term ‘Research’, nature and significance of 
research, objectives of doing research, characteristics of research and its scope.

TBHG201-
CO2

Comprehend  the  Research  Design  including  its  components,  nature,  process,
problem identification, formulation of research statement and hypothesis

TBHG201-
CO3

Understand and analyze various research methods.

TBHG201-
CO4

Identify and discuss the concepts and procedures of sampling, measurement and 
scaling and understand the meaning of interpretation, analyze the concept of 
Ethics and Philosophical Issues in Research. Developing an understanding of 
Report Writing.



Course Name: EnglishCommunication Course Code (CC): TBAE201
Semester- II

Course Name: American Literature Course Code (CC): TBHE301
Semester- III

Course Name: PopularLiterature Course Code (CC): TBHE302
Semester- III

TBAE202-
CO1

Identify the names and geographic location of most contemporary states and 
analyze articles of varying complexity on international topics.

TBAE202-
CO2

Understand the main international relations theories.

TBAE202-
CO3

Assess the role of individual and cultural values and perceptions and the 
importance of analyzing international problems.

TBAE202-
CO4

Examine the arguments and evidence surrounding a controversial issue in world 
politics and issues related to it.

TBAE201-
CO1

Developing communication skills of the students and making them capable of 
 handling barriers to ensure smooth flow of communication.

TBAE201-
CO2

Understanding the concept of professional writing skills and practice the 
techniques and formats of writing.

TBAE201-
CO3

Integrating group discussion skills and ability to successfully deal with different
types of interviews to make them industry ready.

TBAE201-
CO4

Analyze various nuisances of public speaking, their solutions and make the 
students confident professional speakers.

TBHE301-
CO1

Understand the basic themes and style of American Literature.

TBHE301-
CO2

Critically analyze the connection of literature produced with the American 
Society.

TBHE301-
CO3

Develop an understanding of the American Literature in context of Civil War, 
Independence and Slavery.

TBHE301-
CO4

Apply the concepts learned by studying American literature for the betterment 
of self and society.

TBHE302-
CO1

Understand and analyze key concepts of Popular Literature. 

TBHE302-
CO2

Assess the way literature depicts society through various forms of writing and 
vice-versa.

TBHE302-
CO3

Critically assess the various concepts such as Detective Literature, Non-Sensical
Literature, Children’s Literature and Graphic Novel.



Semester- III

Semester- III
Course Name: BritishPoetryandDrama:17thand18thCenturies Course Code (CC): TBHE303

Semester- III
Course Name: GenderandSociety Course Code (CC): TBHG301

Semester- III
Course Name: IndianSociology Course Code (CC): TBHE302

TBHE302-
CO4

Appreciate the multiple genres of work as produced in Popular Literature

TBHE303-
CO1

Formulate and Develop a critical understanding of the religious and secular thought in 
the 17th century and evaluate the various political, social, and economic impacts of the 
church & religion in British society.

TBHE303-
CO2

Assess and outline the literary growth of drama through the 17th& 18th century and also 
evaluate and explain its impact on the society and the economy of its times.

TBHE303-
CO3

Examine the position of women in the 17th century society alongside discuss her status 
in reference to the various social, political and religious institutions.

TBHE303-
CO4

Appraise the growth of Mock Epic and Satire as a literary genre and determine the rise 
and progress of comedy of manners in the 18th century.

TBHG301-
CO1

Analyze the various historical movements and theories related to gender issues 
in Indian as well as International contexts.

TBHG301-
CO2

Understand the Gender relations and inequalities in terms of various structures 
and institutions of State and Community.

TBHG301-
CO3

Evaluate gender as construction and performance through the lens of Art and 
Media.

TBHG301-
CO4

Explore gender theories in relation to sexual cultures and motherhood.

TBHG302-
CO1

Understanding of sociological concepts and institutions in the Indian context.

TBHG302-
CO2

Facilitate learning and reflecting about the multiple, contextual and socio-
cultural registers of Indian society

TBHG302-
CO3

Apply the sociological perspective in understanding how society shapes our 
individual lives.

TBHG302-
CO4

Analyze Dalit and women’s movement in India.



Course Name: Entrepreneurial Development Course Code (CC): TBHSE301

TBHSE30
1-CO1

Define the concept of entrepreneurship, characteristics, types and various 
factors that cause hindrance in the process of entrepreneurship development.

TBHSE30
1-CO2

Analyze the meaning, objectives and various theories of motivation.

TBHSE30
1-CO3

Explore the term creativity and discuss the creative problem solving process and
identifying developing problem solving skills by using the left brain approach.

TBHSE30
1-CO4

Understand the meaning and scope of the business plan, enabling students to 
write, use and implement the business plans with the help of case studies and 
government policies.

Semester- 4

Course Name: British Literature 18thCentury
Course Code (CC):TBHE 401

TBHE 
401- CO1

Explain the prominence of logic and reason in 18th century British Literature
and identify the different types of Comedy.

TBHE 
401- CO2

Understand neoclassical satire as mirrored in the various poems and novels.

TBHE 
401- CO3

Assess  and  understand  the  new  literary  forms  of  poetry  i.e.  elegy  and  its
features.

TBHE 
401- CO4

Appreciate and analyze the writing style of 18th century and novel form.

Semester- 4
Course Name: British Romantic Literature
Course Code (CC): TBHE 402

TBHE 
402- CO1

Understand the concept of Romanticism and its main characteristics with 
reference to Classicism.

TBHE402- Understand the social and literary influence of German and French literature on



Semester- 4
Course Name: Human Resource Management

Course Code (CC): TBHG 401-CO1

CO2 English literature.

TBHE402-
CO3

Critically analyze the poems and prose by the writers of the Romantic period 
with reference to language and style

TBHE402-
CO4

Appreciate and analyze the romantic literary texts.

Semester- 4

Course Name: BritishLiterature19thCentury

Course Code (CC): TBHE 403

TBHE 
403- CO1

Classify the various classes in the 19thCentury British Society and understand
the portrayal of women in the novels.

TBHE403-
CO2

Critically assess the themes of Industrialization, Marriage, Education 
and Orientalism as represented in various texts.

TBHE403-
CO3

Analyze the novels and understand the struggles of the 19th century Victorian
society.

TBHE403-
CO4

Interpret and analyze the works of Victorian poets and identify the 
major themes and characteristics of Victorian literature.



Course Name: EconomicsofMoneyandBanking

Course Code (CC): TBHG 402

Semester- 4

TBHG 
401- CO1

Build the understanding of basic concepts and issues in HRM and differentiate
between HRM and HRD.

TBHG 
401-CO2

Develop the ability to understand the Human Resource Practices.

TBHG 
401-CO3

Define the concept of globalization along with cultural dimensions and analyze
the significance of Cross-cultural training.

TBHG 
401-CO4

Examine Organizational Change and to develop strategies for organizational 
development.

TBHG 
402- CO1

Understand the concept of Money and its functions and analyze the Theories of
Money Supply Determination. 

TBHG 
402-CO2

Assess the role and problems of Financial markets and institutions. 

TBHG 
402-CO3

Examine  the  sources  of  interest  rates
differentials and critically analyze the theories
of Term structure of interest Rates.
.

the

TBHG 
402-CO4

Develop an understanding of the growth of the Banking Sector in India and 
evaluate the structure and changing role of the Indian Banking System.



Course Name: Women’s Writing Course Code (CC): TBHE 501
Semester- 5

Course Name: Human Values and Professional Ethics Course Code (CC): TBHSE 401
Semester- 4

TBHSE 
401- CO1

Acquaint  students  with  the  concept  of  Value  education,  self-exploration,
content and the process and role of ethics.

TBHSE 
401-CO2

Understand  the  dimension  of  ethical  human  conduct  and  determine  how
values can be converted to rules of behavior.

TBHSE 
401- CO3

Develop the ability of establishing Harmony in Family, Society and Nature
and understand the need of ethics in Profession. 

TBHSE401-
CO4

Interpret the implication of holistic understanding of harmony on professional
ethics.

TBHE 501-
CO1

Explain literary contribution by women in a deeper way.

TBHE501-
CO2

Understand the plight of women in 20th century developing 
societies.

TBHE501-
CO3 Evaluate the criticism offered to various writers and their works.

TBHE501-
CO4

Study various features and forms of writings by women.



Semester- 5

Course Name: British Literature: The Early 20th Century Course Code (CC): TBHE 502
Semester- 5

Course Name: British Literature: Modern Indian Writing in English Translation (TDHE 501)
Course Code (CC): TDHE 501

Semester- 5

TBHE 502-
CO1

Understand the setting of the novel and the historical & cultural 
background of the colonization of Africa by European countries,
and find examples in the text.

TBHE502-
CO2

Identify the 20th century British novels especially under the impact
of modern and post modernism and discuss psychological study of
the familial and love relationships of a working-class English family

TBHE502-
CO3

Examine the various aspects of women’s movement in the early 20th 
century

TBHE502-
CO4

Value the work of the major poets of the early 20th century and
strengthen skills and vocabulary of literature through close textual 
study of themes and forms of Yeat’s poetry.

TDHE 
501- CO1

Assess the diversity of Modern Indian Literatures and the similarities amongst them.

TDHE501
-CO2

Understand and creatively engage with the theme of nation and nationalism.

TDHE501
- CO3

Critically examine Indian Writing in English with a social, political and historical 
perspective.

TDHE501
-CO4

Analyze the important social issues like gender and caste in literary and non-literary 
texts



Course Name: Literary Theory Course Code (CC): TDHE 503

Course Name: Nineteenth Century European Realism Course Code (CC):TDHE 504
Semester- 5

TDHE 
503- CO1

Understand sociological theories and apply these theories for the better 
understanding of societal structures.

TDHE 
503-CO2

Apprehend feminism and synthesize a balance between two prominent 
genders.

TDHE 
503- CO3

Formulate the connection in structuralism and post structuralism theories 
and their inter dependence.

TDHE 
503-CO4

Appraise the works of eminent writers for critical analysis of East and West 
literatures.

TDHE 
504- CO1

Understand the emergence of Realism movement in Europe in the 
Nineteenth Century with key texts of European Realism

TDHE 
504-CO2

Discuss a deeper understanding of the social, economic and political 
conditions in Europe in context of literature which gave rise to the 
movement of realism

TDHE 
504- CO3

Recognize the diversity within the 19th century European Realism literary 
movement while discerning the underlying affinities and patterns.

TDHE 
504-CO4

Develop an understanding of how an awareness of rich and complex 
society of this literary movement identify the challenges it faced and
explore the causes of its decline in the next century.

Semester- 5

Course Name:

Course Code (CC): TDHE 504

Understand the emergence of Realism movement in Europe in the



Course Name: Modern European Drama Course Code (CC): TBHE601
Semester- VI

Course Name: PostcolonialLiteratures Course Code (CC): TBHE602
Semester- VI

Semester- VI
Course Name: Science Fiction and Detective Literature Course Code (CC): TDHE601

TDHE 
504- CO1

Nineteenth Century with key texts of European Realism

TDHE 
504-CO2

Discuss a deeper understanding of the social, economic and political 
conditions in Europe in context of literature which gave rise to the 
movement of realism

TDHE 
504- CO3

Recognize the diversity within the 19th century European Realism literary 
movement while discerning the underlying affinities and patterns.

TDHE 
504-CO4

Develop an understanding of how an awareness of rich and complex 
society of this literary movement identify the challenges it faced and
explore the causes of its decline in the next century.

TBHE601-
CO1

Assess the impact of drama in shaping modern individuals.

TBHE601-
CO2

Illustrate the concepts like Feminism, Realism, Naturalism, Symbolism and 
Theatre of Absurd.

TBHE601-
CO3

Understand how meaning is created in theatre and assess the changes that have 
taken place in theatrical practice

TBHE601-
CO4 Critically analyze the post war avant-garde drama.

TBHE602-
CO1

Assess the socio political effects of colonialism in countries affected by colonial rule.

TBHE602-
CO2 Understand the effects of colonialism on literatures across the world.

TBHE602-
CO3

Examine the effects of colonialism on cultures of different sects.

TBHE602-
CO4

Critically analyze the role played by postcolonial literatures in literary theory and in 
practice as well.



Course Name: World Literatures Course Code (CC): TDHE602
Semester- VI

Course Name: Autobiography Course Code (CC): TDHE603
Semester- VI

TDHE601-
CO1 Understand the plight of women in the Victorian era

TDHE601-
CO2 Develop a sense of reasoning against superstition.

TDHE601-
CO3 Evaluate hidden motives of corrupt and work towards the betterment of 

humanity.
TDHE601-
CO4

Interpret diverse situations and have a critical mindset.

TDHE602-
CO1

Study the historical events of Africa
To gain an understanding of the people’s struggles and aspirations

TDHE602-
CO2 To discuss the effects of war and turmoil on humanity.

TDHE602-
CO3

To be able to comprehend the plight of women in different parts of the world 
and justify their role.

TDHE602-
CO4

To create an interest in various genres of writing though deep study and 
assessment of particular texts

TDHE603-
CO1

Locates the major events of history of the West along with the exposure to a
new culture; also introduces the art and science of translation and transcription

TDHE603-
CO2

Provides historical development and importance of autobiography as genre.
Also traces the location and insight of the vivid experiences of subjects with 
the reflection of multiplicity of possibilities.

TDHE603-
CO3

Expose to the marginalized genders and sexuality with an effort to inculcate
acceptance of the existing gender/ sexual fluidity.

TDHE603-
CO4

Introduce, understand, analyze and inculcate the politics of racism as naturally
illicit, attempting to create empathetic and humane society for the future.


